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A  g  o  j     A  B  R  A  L  A  S , 

 A  B  R  A  L  A  S     C  l  a  v  i  s  f  e  r  !  



 

Introduction 

ABRALAS is a Principle of Fluidity. We call him God of the Paths, an entity that works 

as a Flow Facilitator and shortens the bureaucracies of everyday life, a Master Key 

par excellence. 

Also called Path Opener, a “Natura Solvente Universalis”, its work consists of 

mobilizing complicated or inert situations, ordering them and making them flow more 

naturally, achieving intelligent progress in the best possible way. ABRALAS is a 

syntropic agent of the universe. 

 

Etymology 

ABRALAS derives from “Abre Alas”, (transl. “Open” “Ways”) an expression that 

defines the main car that goes ahead of a Carnival block. A playful and fun identity 

to contemplate the need to deal with gray and tedious bureaucracy. 

 

History 

ABRALAS was synthesized at first as a Collective Server within a group of Chaos 

Magic to be a conscience to assist in traffic, in lines at the grocery store, etc., and 

other emergencies in general, making the paths open so the user could travel freely. 

It was at the beginning called the Reliever of Paths. 

Having been coined as an entity capable of promoting synchronicities and efficiency, 

it was soon discovered that that energy was capable of working with more 

comprehensive possibilities, working mainly with the concept of income. Users 

began to report incredible successes such as streamlining bureaucratic processes, 

unexpected financial gains and a great movement in their social lives. ABRALAS 

seemed to encourage changes, interactions and movement and his extroversion 

operated harmoniously throughout the personal sphere of those involved, solving 

problems of third parties who had never met him. Friends of friends of friends 



benefited from his influence and he seemed to indicate how capable he was of 

solving multiple problems. 

As our work with this awareness developed, we saw that there was a very specific 

and explicit morality: ABRALAS does not violate anyone's free will. If in a given 

operation it was expected to happen, the user was simply not successful. It is very 

important to make this clear because we do not want people who come to use this 

energy to be harmed in some kind of mooring objective or to act directly or indirectly 

with harmful or disharmonious bias. ABRALAS is always guided by the purpose of 

Collective Construction and operates in a way to provide win-win success for all 

parties involved in an objective. His specialty is to harmonize situations and he has 

a certain amount of insight to balance the context and show the best possible path. 

It is, therefore, always important to give clear directions so that the solution is also 

clear and profitable.  

In general, ABRALAS presents itself in a humorous and optimistic way, accessible 

and very intimate with the egregores of prosperity. Everything that leads to unlocking 

and evolution is very close to its essence, so its energy is very similar to that of 

Ganesha, Hermes, Ogum and Oxossi or even Our Lady Mary, Untier of Knots.  

 



Practical work 

ABRALAS is very solicitous and accessible and the mere mention of his name can 

make him manifest himself before the user. His area of expertise is very 

comprehensive, which is why he is called The Master Key. However, his specialty is 

acting towards PROSPERITY and his performance is very practical, straight onto 

the physical level. It is important that when lighting a candle and activating the energy 

of ABRALAS, you have a well-defined objective in mind, so that the energy flows 

directly into the situation attempted. 

The sigil of ABRALAS is a red symbol that resembles a stylized "A", a road opening, 

the crossroads of life, the tip of an arrow to be launched and many other forms with 

which it harmonizes. This glyph is an image signature that synthesizes all the 

characteristics of this Principle and it is common to meditate on the symbol when 

one wants to get in touch with it.  

 

 The ABRALAS symbol can be designed on the doors of a business to attract 

prosperity and move the environment; it can be placed in a vehicle or used in the 

public transportation to get to places faster; it can be designed on public roads to 

guide traffic and organize movement; it can be viewed before a job interview or at 

an event where you want to make new contacts; in short, the possibilities are vast. 



To address a particular situation with the help of ABRALAS, just call his name three 

times - or use his usual greeting “Agoj ABRALAS, ABRALAS Clavisfer” (Act 

ABRALAS, Master of Keys) - and talk to him as if you were talking to an imaginary 

friend (at first it may seem as if you are talking to yourself, but soon your own 

thoughts will create autonomy and begin to interact with you). 

Its energy is subtle, but involving and it usually manifests itself promptly, given the 

sensitivity of each one. It is a very intelligent entity that easily understands the 

problem exposed and studies the best ways to resolve the issue. What happens, 

however, is that given the complexity of the situation to be solved ABRALAS may 

need some energy to work, so it is always a good idea to light a candle for him - 

preferably orange or gold, the colors mostly associated with him. 

ABRALAS has a table of correlations of crystals, incense, herbs and other elements 

that can be used to increase its ritualistic practice. Usually these elements are used 

on altars, but they can be activated as a kind of talisman to provide the good fluidity 

that is characteristic of it. 

It is important to say that it is an extremely fair entity. It is, thus, necessary to honor 

possible dealings with him, so that the energy of what was offered to him is 

compensated by some gesture of gratitude and satisfaction. Maintaining a cohesive 

energy balance is a recommended practice when working with ABRALAS. 

Another aspect of the practical work that is worth mentioning is that candles or 

incense are not always necessary to activate his energy. For simple situations the 

operator can use his own Willpower. Here we emphasize that ABRALAS is a 

Principle, an energy that flows freely, so the operator who knows how to channel this 

energy properly manages to make its use without the need of physical elements. It 

is very similar to the practice of Reiki, Johrei and other energetic healing techniques 

that have a well-defined principle and are guided by the practitioner to the desired 

situation. 

It is recommended to use ABRALAS for one situation at a time, given it is a focused 

and determined conscience. This is also why we reinforce the importance of 

objectivity. Focusing attracts focus. 



 

Continuous Work 

Far beyond the occasional practical work, there is the possibility of working with 

ABRALAS over long periods of time in order to reorganize various aspects of the 

operator's life or to achieve success in solving a very specific situation. These works 

value the development of the operator's determination and Willpower and end up 

creating a certain intimacy with the energy of ABRALAS, resulting in greater fluidity 

and spontaneity of the works. 

It is common during continuous work to experience a series of happy coincidences 

and an increase in the number of everyday synchronicities. This is the indication that 

the work has been harmoniously orchestrated. Whenever a synchronicity manifests 

itself in the operator's life, it means that he is aligned with the sacred, whatever it 

may be. And here it is important to point out that ABRALAS works under the Law of 

the Highest, so whenever you are going to set up an altar to work with this energy, 

it is good tone to have an image or representation of a Greater Force that the person 

believes, either God, Buddha, Oxalá, Zeus, Christ or any entity that symbolizes 

spiritual authority and the cosmic firmament. 

A good way to work in the mid tolong-term with ABRALAS is to light an orange candle 

a day for 40 uninterrupted days, performing its Summoning and allowing it to act 

where necessary. This period will mark great changes in the magician's life, opening 

not only the paths but also the perception to understand his/her limitations and 

opportunities for growth. When the individual performs a self-analysis and has an 

understanding of his/her possibilities and context, it becomes easier to work on 



opening up paths and organizing his/her personal flows, since he/she has the ability 

to score and direct this energy for specific purposes. 

A nice tip is that ABRALAS intensifies the affinities of those operating it. In this way, 

acting with benevolence and altruism helps us to access this free-flowing energy. 

The “chain of Goodness” is nothing more than stimulating good faith and clearing 

the flow of our lives, so being compliant and compassionate can be a great way to 

access the pure potential of ABRALAS. Ultimately, fluidity is the natural movement 

of everything that exists and lives, so working with ABRALAS is a work of internal 

healing and transformation that aims to positively impact the operator and the world 

around him. 

 

  



Summoning 

 

Everything moves, life is fluid 

All things fornicate among themselves 

Each impulse has its rhythm 

It run free and wild 

Each attempt has its way 

The path is the purpose 

Nature creates its channels 

And gives flow to its reason 

ABRALAS! 

Clear the natural flow! 

Let the doors open 

And let the opportunities be made 

And that everything is reconciled 

In harmony and prosperity 

Because every obstacle folds 

Before the Will full of Purpose!  



Prayer 

AGOJ ABRALAS, ABRALAS CLAVISFER! 

ABRALAS, Lord of the Flows and Bearer of the Keys, I greet you! 

May this occasion be special, as we have come together in order to access the free 

flow of all things! The Universe is spontaneous, spontaneity is the behavior of 

everything that is aligned, and all spontaneity is present, free from anxiety or fear. 

May we, therefore, be free from any fear, anguish or other limiting beliefs that prevent 

us from reaching this sublime state of contemplating things as they really are! 

ABRALAS, work in all spheres of my being, making available all those opportunities 

that are aligned to my Will and close any and all obstacles or impediments that may 

be acting both in Your energy as in any sphere of my life, balancing and aligning all 

situations with perfect harmony. 

ABRALAS, may your contagious joy allow me to be kind to all my challenges and 

that through this ability to project and print goodwill in everything I do may I achieve 

success, prosperity and bliss. 

THE DOORS ARE OPEN! 

SO IT IS! 

AGOJ ABRALAS, ABRALAS CLAVISFER! 

 

Abralas verbs 

Here are some verbs that are associated with this energy and that can be used to 

specify the work to be done: 

Flow, Tune, Align, Solve, Organize, Unblock, Free, Decongest, Clear, Promote, 

Expand, Facilitate, Open, Promote, Unlock, Translate, Harmonize ... 

 



 

  



ABRALAS Energy Correlation Table 

The following table shows a list of elements in full affinity with the energy of 

ABRALAS. That way the practitioner can be inspired on how to complement his or 

her altar and his work with ABRALAS. All the elements listed here have already been 

successfully tested and activate a certain vibrating aspect of the egregore, which 

does not mean, however, that the practitioner cannot experience other elements on 

his own and obtain other degrees of success, complementing his practice. 

This file will be constantly expanding, so if you find new correlations that include the 

use of ABRALAS, share it with us so that we can increase this study! 

 

• Candles: 

o Orange - The main candle of ABRALAS. It will fulfill the function of 

harmonizing the different flows of the practitioner's life, helping him to 

organize physical, mental, emotional and spiritual aspects. Remember 

that it is necessary to give up unnecessary attachments in order for 

new opportunities to present themselves. 

o Yellow - Working with ABRALAS using the yellow candle tends to 

bring about the opening of financial paths. This candle does not 

promote any type of reorganization, just attraction. Therefore, in order 

to work with this magnetism, the practitioner must be warned of having 

already reorganized or being open to receiving opportunities which he 

intends to achieve. 

o Red - The red candle is not suitable for constant work. Unlike the 

yellow candle, the red candle carries out a very intense cleaning job. If 

the yellow candle is associated with the attraction of opportunities, the 

red candle is associated with the aspect of cleaning obstacles, 

removing obstructions, clearing flows and, finally, accelerating 

processes in which the practitioner is correct and has the merit to 

actually demand this result. 

o White - a wild card. It can be used in case of need to replace the three 

polarities above as long as the user holds it with the desired intention. 



The white candle can also be used in order to bring clarity to the 

processes and flows in which ABRALAS is operating. It is a much more 

subtle and much more harmonious energy than the others and can be 

very interesting for those who feel that life is very busy and very 

intense! 

 

  



• Planets: Sun 

o Others: Mercury, Jupiter and Mars 

• Signs: Aries, Sagittarius and Gemini 

• Element: Fire and Earth 

• Chakras: Solar Plexus and Basic 

o Others: Coronary and Laryngeal 

• Tarot: VII - The Car, XIX - The Sun, XXI - The World, 6 of Clubs, 10 of 

Diamonds 

• Runes: Fehu, Sowilo and Ehwaz 

• Metals: Gold, Copper, Iron 

• Crystals: Transparent Quartz, Citrine, Tiger's Eye, Grenade, Iron Ore 

o Others: Fire Agate, Red Jasper, Aragonite, Imperial Topaz, Beryl 

• Incense: Sandalwood and Frankincense 

• Herbs: Sunflower, Laurel, Cinnamon 

o Others: Rosemary, Wheat, Cloves, Star Anise, Vanilla (& essence) 

• Food: Coffee, Honey, Sweets in general (chocolate, candy, lollipop, etc.) 

o Others: Royal Jelly, Milk, Cake, Cookies 

• Fruits: Orange, Mandarin, Guava, Peach, Melon, Juniper, Grape 

• Objects: Key, Coins, Gold Ring 

o Others: Chain links, dishware, candlestick (other than glass) 

• Animals: Dog, Horse and Bee,  

o Others: Rhino, Elephant, Ant, Fox 

• Deities: Solar in general 

• Christian: Our Lady Untier of Knot, St. Longinus, Saint Peter, The Three 

Kings 

• African: Exu and Ogum 

• Hindu: Ganesha 

• Egyptian: Horus and Hatoor 

• Greek: Hermes and Apollo 

• Nordic: Thor, Gefjon 

• Myths: The Trojan Horse, Jason and the Golden Fleece, The Three Wise 

Men, Moses and the Red Sea, Heimdall & Bifrost 



 

Sound Identity 

There are a few songs available that were composed with ABRALAS in mind. We 

make them available below as a way for people to tune in more easily to this energy. 

We hope your experiences are pleasant and that you make good use of that energy! 

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3WyaTvfPdY 

o https://soundcloud.com/ana-carolina-bau-ii/evocacao-abralas 

o https://soundcloud.com/ana-carolina-bau-ii/ganapati-abralas 

o https://soundcloud.com/caio-aniceto/meditacao-clavisferica-i 

o https://soundcloud.com/caio-anice…/meditacao-clavisferica-ii 

o https://soundcloud.com/caio-anic…/meditacao-clavisferica-iii 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3WyaTvfPdY
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fsoundcloud.com%2Fana-carolina-bau-ii%2Fevocacao-abralas&h=AT1MuAzv344QGgO3WZeI67pR8m7ahJmaEVITZCbFnYTURpKwslHhUEHVe6NCtAe1wNM7cHWi7rXr8tgUtfFmr0qDJdfveMV9LuxczbLSjYwk8gj-03AdzLfedW4BJ87RkN3Y5J1vKIxclBjSDTm5_m8oyfSpWOVVObdd5vs77WKlDUfX82oWiWHVVpK54GQUvuZgkuEFebmrkMLz_fStN7_25awarLZ7OCmY1e9Rr5nIzFzpVhq9Tl4iLTHDup-bOu7qKceMbHn6ksL9Cd1-Kc6uHHIDvVXVNV2Zz_5TyKW9w25-yA3Oc2N19y3ebTIRTFm41KlyZ8QaampM8p93b7ZUqkzAv5BFn7EqFQI
https://soundcloud.com/ana-carolina-bau-ii/ganapati-abralas
https://soundcloud.com/caio-aniceto/meditacao-clavisferica-i
https://soundcloud.com/caio-aniceto/meditacao-clavisferica-ii
https://soundcloud.com/caio-aniceto/meditacao-clavisferica-iii


 

 

THE DOORS ARE OPEN. COME ON IN! 

 

/-\ 

A  g  o  j     A  B  R  A  L  A  S , 

 A  B  R  A  L  A  S     C  l  a  v  i  s  f  e  r  !  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


